got K such that pg(x) =p(x) for every x of A*. The covering trans/ormation group of £ is the set of all covering transformations with multiplication, which is the composite of transformations. A transformation group G of a topological space X is said to be properly discontinuous if for any xEX there is a neighborhood Uof x such that for any gEG, g(U)C\U = 0, where g^e. (Hence for any distinct gi and g2 of G, gi(U)C\g2(U) =0.) Let X be a connected topological space. Then a transformation group G of X is a covering transformation group of the projection map p: X->X/G if and only if G is properly discontinuous, where X/G is a topological space (see [l] ). In this meaning, proper discontinuity characterizes the covering transformation group, but generally X/G may not be a Hausdorff space, while X is a manifold (see §4).
The purpose of this note is to introduce a condition, the Sperner's condition,2 about G such that whenever X is a manifold, X/G is also a manifold. We may say that a transformation group G of a topological space X is said to satisfy the Sperner's condition if for any compact subset C of X the set G[C] = {gEG\g(C)(~\C^0} is finite. A transformation group G of a topological space X is called fixed point free if any g of G (gr^e) has no fixed point. Then the main theorem of the note is as follows.
Theorem.
The covering trans/ormation group G o/ a covering map p o/ a connected topological space K onto a locally compact Hausdorff space K is fixed point free and satisfies the Sperner's condition. Conversely, i/ G is a fixed point free transformation group o/ a connected locally com-pact Hausdorff space X satisfying the Sperner's condition, then the projection map p: X-+X/G is a covering map and X/G is a locally compact Hausdorff space. Further G is the covering transformation group of PAlso a similar statement is true for a connected manifold, where a manifold is a separable, locally Euclidean Hausdorff space.
2. Let p be a covering map of a topological space K onto a topological space K. It is clear that if A is a Hausdorff space, then so is K. If K is locally compact, so is K and if K is regular, so is K. If A is connected, then any covering transformation group G is properly discontinuous.
Therefore G is fixed point free. To complete the proof of one direction of the main theorem, let us begin with a lemma. Let A be a Hausdorff space and p a covering map of K onto K. Let a be a point of K and W a neighborhood of a defined in §1. Assume that U is a neighborhood of a such that UEW.
For each Wa choose a point ba EWaDp-HU). Put 5= {ba}.
Lemma. B has no limit point, i.e., there is no point b of K such that for any neighborhood Vofb, iV-b)DB^0. ctgE Uy} is not finite, which is a contradication.
We may note that any locally compact Hausdorff space is regular. Therefore, the proof of one direction of the main theorem is completed. 3 . Lemma. Let G be a fixed point free transformation group 0/ a locally compact Hausdorff space X. 1/ G satisfies the Sperner's condition, then G is properly discontinuous.
Proof. Let Ui be a neighborhood of xE-X" such that Ui is compact. Since G[t7i] is finite, there are only a finite number of g(x), gEG, such that g(x) E Ui. Since G is fixed point free, there is a neighborhood U of x such that U does not contain any g(x) (g^e) and UEUi.
D is a finite sum of compact sets and hence compact. D does not contain the point x. Then there is a neighborhood V of x such that VE U and VC\D = 0. Now it is easy to see that g(V)C\V = 0 for any g 9^ e.
Let G be a fixed point free transformation group of a locally compact Hausdorff space X, satisfying the Sperner's condition. Then by the above arguments, the projection p of X onto the orbit space X/G is a covering map. Further if X is connected, then G is the covering transformation group of p.
Lemma. X/G is locally compact and Hausdorff.
Proof. It is clear that X/G is locally compact. We have to prove that if X9^g(y) for any gEG, then there are neighborhoods U and V of x and y, respectively, such that UC\g(V) = 0 for any gEG; that is to say, gi(U)C\g2(V) = 0 for any gu g2EG. Since x^y, there are neighborhoods Ui and Vi of x and y such that Ui(~\ Vx = 0 and that both Vx and Vi are compact. Put C = ViW {x}.
Since G satisfies the Sperner's condition, there are only a finite number of elements g of G such that g(x)E Vi. Then there exists a neighborhood V of y such that VC\g(x) -0 for any gEG and VE Vi. Now apply the Sperner's condition for C'=UAJV. Then only a finite number of images of V intersects with Ui, and these images g(V) do not contain the point x. Therefore there exists a neighborhood U of x such that Uf~\g(V) = 0 for any gEG. Hence the proof is completed. Now, by the above two lemmas, we complete the proof of the other direction of the main theorem.
Remark.
Let h be an orientation preserving fixed point free autohomeomorphism of a plane R2. Then h induces a topological transformation group G, which is infinite cyclic. Such a G is always a properly discontinuous transformation group (see for instance [2] ) and hence the projection R2-*R2/G is a covering map. But R2/G is a Hausdorff space if and only if G satisfies the Sperner's condition, hence if and only if ft is topologically equivalent to a translation (see [2] )3. This may justify consideration of a transformation group, which is not only properly discontinuous, but also to satisfy the Sperner's condition.
